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ABSACT

To get a better understanding of the use of echolocation by odontocetes in the
wild, echolocation clicks of free-ranging spinner dolphins (Stenella longirostris) and free-
ranging pantropical spotted dolphins (Stenella attenuata) were recorded with the use of a
small, rigid, and portable symmetrical star array of four omnidirectional hydrophones.
From the differences in time of click arlival at each hydrophone, locations of
echolocating dolphins could be calculated to one of two points. Calibrating the array for
the calculated distance showed a high accuracy of localization up to 15 m and a sufficient
accuracy up to 25 m. Locahzing echolocating dolphins made it possible to measure peak-
to-peak source levels (SL) of the clicks, to discriminate between surface reflections and
double click recordings, and to assign clicks to individual animals. Recorded clicks from
both species were very much alike, with higher source levels than reported earlier for
wild odontocetes (the maximurn SL was 222 dB re 1 prPa for the spinner dolphin clicks
and220.3 dB re 1 pPa for the spotted dolphin clicks). Clicks were very short, broadband
transient signals with high center frequencies and high intrinsic resolution capabilities,
and had predominantly bimodal frequency spectra. An hypothesized subdivision of all
odontocetes into two acoustic categories is further supported by these data. Furtheffnore,
linear relationships between interclick interval and calculated distance, between center
frequency and SL, and between 3-dB bandwidth and center frequency were found for
both the spinner dolphin and spotted dolphin clicks.
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INTRODUCTION

Since the discovery of echolocation in the bottlenose dolphin (Tursiops truncatus)
by McBride in 1947 (McBride 1956), much research has been done (see Au 1993) on the
physiology of the sonar transmission and receiving systems, the acoustic properties of the
transmitted signals and their beam pattems, and on the dolphin's target detection,
discrimination and recognition capabilities. Also, several signal processing models have
been constructed as well. Most research has been performed on captive animals of three
species of odontocetes: the bottlenose dolphin (Tursiops truncatus), the beluga or white
whale (Delphinapterus leucas), and the false killer whale (Pseudorca crassidens).
Echolocation, however, has also been demonstrated in a number of other odontocete
species.

In spite of the large amount of data derived from captive animals on what the
active sonar system is capable of doing, almost nothing is known about the actual use of
echolocation in the wild and its ecological significance. Several functions have been
proposed, the most obvious being prey and predator detection and navigation. One way to
differentiate between echolocation for the purpose of either foraging or navigating is to
look at click repetition rates (also referred to as interclick intervals), that are more
variable during foraging than during navigation because of the movement of prey. Also,
clicks used for navigation near shore are likely to be of less intensity than clicks used for
foraging, since topographic features produce strong echoes (Barrett-Lennard et al. 1996).
Besides catching swimming prey with the help of echolocation, Atlantic spotted dolphins
(Stenella frontalis) and bottlenose dolphins (Z truncatus) have also been observed
producing clicks while digging for buried prey in sandy bottoms; interclick intervals were
as short as 2 ms (Herzing 1996).

Other hypothesized functions for echolocation clicks of wild odontocetes include
tlre stunning of prey by means of high intensity clicks Qrlonis & Mahl 1983) and
communication (Watkins 1980a; Dawson 1991). Supporting this latter possibility,
Barrett-Lennard et aI. (1996) found that echolocation use per individual killer whale
(Orciruts orca) decreased with increasing group size, suggesting the sharing of
information between group members. Norris et al. (1994) reported that members of
dolphin schools are likely to trade the "duty" of echolocation (which is physiologically
expensive) among individuals, so that only a limited number of dolphins are engaged in
echolocation at any given time and information is therefore shared. The same researchers
also recorded small bursts of clicks during turning maneuvers of spinner dolphin
(Stenella longirostris) schools, which possibly serve to synchronize movements of the
school.

Besides the functional question of echolocation in the wild, other questions (Au
1993) on which research needs to be focused are: what ranges are usually involved, is the
use of echolocation dependent on the type of environment and time of the day (e.g. the
light-dark cycle), and how often is sonar used in general? Fenton (1980) pointed out
several possible constraints on the use of echolocation by bats in a natural situation, that
rnay also apply to odontocetes. These constraints include eavesdropping by competitors



and predators, as well as alerling of prey. Indeed, Barrett-Lennard et al. (I99\ found that
a fish-eating population of 'resident' killer whales (O. orca) produced echolocation click
trains of longer duration and more often than the population of mammal-eating 'transient'
killer whales did, the latter being more likely to alert their prey by transmitting clicks
than the former.

Compared to echolocation, listening may play a larger role in finding and catching
prey than suspected previously. Wood and Evans (1980) describe how a blindfolded
Tursiops followed and caught a live fish (a sargo, Anisotremus davidsonl) that was
introduced in her tank up to five times in a row, without transmitting any detectable
sound. According to Evans and Awbrey (1988), bottlenose dolphins in the wild also have
been observed feeding "silently" in very turbid waters. Additionally, Barrett-Lennard et
al. (1996) found that transient killer whales (O. orca) often traveled or foraged without
discernibly echolocating.

Before any questions concerning the use of echolocation in the wild can be
answered, it is hrst necessary to describe the physical characteristics of clicks that are
transmitted by free-ranging odontocetes. Once these click characteristics are known, an
attempt can be made to associate them with certain behaviors, such as the association
between feeding behavior and certain characteristics of the signals found by Dawson
(1991) for Hector's dolphin (Cephalorhynchtts hectori).

Acoustically, it seems that odontocetes can be divided into two categories (Au
pels. comm.). The first category contains all species that can produce both long-duration,
frequency modulated tonal sounds as well as pulsed sounds (either echolocation clicks or
burst pulse clicks). Burst pulse clicks are thought to have interclick intervals that are too
short to be of use for echolocation. Clicks can extend to frequencies greater than 150 kHz,
are broadband and have a duration of 50 to 100 ps, while whistles are frequency
modulated tones up to 20 kHz which can have harmorrics up to around I20 kHz
(Lammers pers. comm.) and lasting 0.1 to several seconds. A common representative of
tlris category is Tursiops.

The second category contains all species that are known to produce only pulsed
sounds. These pulsed sounds are nanow-band, with a duration of 80 to 800 pts (Thorpe et
al. 1991). Representatives of this category are members of the family Phocoenidae (the
porpoises; Evans et al. 1988), members of the genus Cephalorhynchus (Dawson 1988;
Dawson I99I; Thorpe et al. 1991) and the pygmy sperm whale (Kogia simus; Carder et
al.1995).

This subdivision into two acoustic categories might have implications concerning
tlre different uses of clicks. Therefore, it would be worthwhile to record and analyze
clicks from all free-ranging odontocete species using similar, high frequency (up to 200
kHz) broadband equipment. No such click descriptions have been found in the literature
for either spinner dolphins (5. longirosfris) or pantropical spotted dolphins (5. attenuata).
Both species, like all species from the genus Stenella, are known to produce whistles
(Norris et al. 1994).



When recording echolocation clicks of wild dolphins, a number of problems have
to be dealt with. First, it is not known which animal produces the clicks (Watkins 1980b),
making it very hard to 1) find any associations between click characteristics and
behaviors, 2) ascribe certain click characteristics to individual animals, or 3) find out how
many animals are clicking. Second, it is difficult to hnd the source level (SL) of recorded
clicks, which is defined as the sound pressure level (SPL) at 1 m from the source. To
determine SL, the acoustic transmission loss must be accounted for, making it necessary
to know the distance from the hydrophone to the echolocating dolphin which is usually
difficult to estimate with any accuracy (especially since it is not known which animal is
clicking). Third, terminations of clicks are often lost in reverberation and reflections from
the water surface (Watkins 1980b). Fourth, the orientation of the dolphin head relative to
the hydrophone is usually unknown (Watkins & Schevill 1974; Watkins 1980b; Evans &
Awbrey 1988; Dawson & Thorpe 1990). Since dolphin echolocation clicks are knorvn to
be transmitted from the melon in a narrow beam (see Au 1993), both amplitude
(expressed as SPL) and frequency content of recorded clicks can be highly variable. For
Tursiops, only clicks recorded at approximately 5o above the longitudinal axis in the
vertical plane and at 0o in the horizontal plane (see Au 1993) would represent the actual
clicks.

A method used in the past (Thorpe et al. 1991; Kamminga et al. 1993) to deal
with this problem is to only analyze high amplitude clicks, since those clicks are most
likely to be recorded from the center of the beam. However, by using this method low SL
clicks recorded from the center of the beam could be missed, while high SL clicks that
are off-axis could be selected. Furthermore, high SL clicks may have a higher center
frequency, as shown for the false killer whale (P. uassidens) by Au et al. (1995), so that
clicks that are analyzed by using the above method could give only a partial impression
of a species' click characteristics. A better solution would be to use an underwater
camera, connected to a VCR that is synchronized with the click recording device. In this
w'ay, only those clicks would be analyzed where the dolphin's head is directed towards
the hydrophone, irrespective of whether they are high amplitude clicks or not.

A solution to the first and second problem (those of assigning clicks to individual
animals and estimating range to calculate SL) would be finding a method to know the
exact position of echolocating animals. Such a method is available from acoustics: the
position of a sound source can be calculated by using an array of receivers. Since each
receiver has a different distance to the sound source, the produced sounds will arrive at
each receiver at different times. From the time of arrival differences, one or more
positions can be calculated. Whether or not there is an ambiguity in the localization
depends on the number of receivers and their mutual arrangement. The use of multiple
receivers could also be a solution to the third problem (that of determining the end of
actual clicks), by comparing each recorded click between different channels.

Arrays that have been used in the past to localize marine mammals by their
vocalizations include a towed 45 m long line array of more than 200 hydrophones
(Thomas et al. 1986), a nonrigid line anay of three hydrophones spaced more than 2 km
apart (Levenson 1974) and a nonrigid anay of three hydrophones spaced 30 m apart
(Mohl et al. 1990). By using a line array of three or more hydrophones spaced equal



distances apart, it is possible to determine the distance to the sound source, but not the
direction.

However, if four hydrophones are arranged in a configuration other than a line, it
is possible to determine the exact position of the sound source to one of two points.
Watkins & Schevill (1974) used an array of four hydrophones spaced 30 m apart at the
vortices of a tetrahedron to localize spinner dolphins (5. longirostris). Although dolphins
inside the array could be localized with an accuracy of within I m, disadvantages ne that
this type of array is nonrigid, that it needs buoys and cables, and that it requires constant
calibration using an acoustic pinger. Furthermore, due to the large size of the array,
directional echolocation clicks (recorded up to 16 kHz) were seldom heard on all four
hydrophones, and thus could not be localized. Instead, localizations were done using
burst pulse sounds, that according to the authors did not appear to be particularly
directional

In order to localize dolphins by detecting their echolocation clicks, an array that is
small, rigid and portable would be needed. This paper describes how a four hydrophone
symmetrical star array (adopted from Aubauer 1995) with a flat frequency response up to
160 kHz was used to localize free-ranging spinner dolphins (5. longirostris), free-ranging
pantropical spotted dolphins (S. attenuata), and captive bottlenose dolphins Q.
truncatus). Furthermore, a detailed analysis of the recorded echolocation clicks is
presented.
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MATERIALS & METHODS

Localizing dolphins using time of arrival differences
When the plane of a four hydrophone symmetrical star array is taken as the y-z

plane of a Cartesian coordinate system with the center hydrophone (Ho) as the origin (Fig.
1), the coordinates of the echolocating dolphin can be expressed as the distance from He

to the dolphin (range R), the horizontal angle <p and the vertical angle 0, as follows (see

Fig. 1):

x: R'coscp.cosO

y: R.sin<p.cos0

Fig. 1. In a 3D Cartesian coordinate system, the position of a dolphin echolocating on a four hydrophone
symmetrical star array can be expressed as a range R to the center hydrophone Ho, a horizontal angle <p, and

a vertical angle 0. Distance a between Ho and each of the outer hydrophones H,, H2, and H, is 0.61 m. In
the above coordinate system, the echolocating dolphin has a positive x-coordinate, but negative y and z
coordinates. Therefore, both <p and 0 have negative values as well.

z: R.sin0

120"



Therefore, to localize the dolphin it is sufficient to know R, <p and 0. If the
coodinate system is defined as in Fig. 1, these values can be derived using the above
expressions and Pythagoras' theorem to be (Aubauer 1995):

2cR (r

2Rct63 - 
"'ro32aR

where:

-180'<<p<180'

-900<e<90"

c : speed of sound in water = 1500 m/s

a : distance between center hydrophone (Ho) and outer hydrophones (H1, H2 and
H:)

:0.61 m

t61: time of click arrival at Ho - time of click arrival at H1
te2: time of click arrlal at Hs - time of click arrival at H2
tor: time of click arrival at Ho - time of click arrival at H3

The ambiguity in localization that has been mentioned shows itself in the + sign in
the expression for q, and translates in either a positive or negative x-coordinate. If both
angles <p and 0 are assumed to be 0" (which is the situation of a dolphin ensoniffing the
array from the x-axis), the three time of arrival differences are equal so that R can be
expressed as a function of Xt ( : 'Eor * xoz + to:). From Fig. 2, it can be seen that R
becomes unrealistically large at very small Xt. For this reason, only ranges up to an
arbitrary value of 30 m (It = -11 ;rs) are said to be reliable. Thus, calculated ranges
higher than 30 m are rejected beforehand.

22+a0: -arcsin

C
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Fig.2. Increasing range with increasing sum of time of arrival differences, calculated for E : 0" and 0 :
0o. For R > 30 m, R increases > 6 m for each 2 ps increase of Xr.

This could also be concluded from looking at the theoretical error in range
estimation, which can be expressed as (Aubauer 1995):

g
IIJ
(9z
e.

where:

o*:l#l o,,,.1#l A,o,+l#l A,o,+l#l 
^"

Aru, Lrs2, Aro:: assumed deviations in time of arrival differences
:3 Fs (see next section)

Aa: assumed deviation in a
:1 cm

aR 2ro,c2D*- Np2c
aror

AR
oroz

DR

2r tD. -N
DR



AR-:-
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-6a
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and:

Np: Numerator of formula for R
: 

", 
(rort * ,or, + tor2y - 3i

Dq: Denominator of formula for R
: 2c (rs1* roz * ro:)

In Fig. 3, AR is plotted against R for several assumed deviations in time of arrival
differences At (either At61, At62 or Ate3). It can be seen that AR increases with increasing
R and increasing At.

o 5 to*o*lt, 
,r,'o 

25 30

Fig. 3. Theoretical AR as a function of R, for an assumed At (Ato', Ato, and At6r) of either l, 2,3,4 or 5

pts. Aa is assumed to be I cm.

Building of the array
A four hydrophone symmetrical star anay (Fig. 4) was built using a 5.08 cm thick

rectangular block of delrin mount, that was connected via 1.27 cm diameter pvc-pipes to
four omnidirectional ITC 1094 A hydrophones with a flat frequency response up to 160

kHz. Pvc-pipe was chosen because of its small acoustic reflectivity (Au pers. comm.).
The three outer hydrophones were separated at angles of 120o and spaced 61.0 cm from
the center hydrophone, Ho. The plane of the hydrophones was located 8.5 cm parallel
from the block of delrin mount and 9.1 cm from the outsticking pvc-pipes. It was assured

g
e. 25ot
ftro
ul
2.t
t ,,0



several times that all four hydrophones were still in the exact same plane, since a
deviation of only 3 mm from the plane rvould cause a deviation of 2 prs (:3 mm / 1500
-t-'; itt a time of arrival difference. Two of the four hydrophones had deviations of up to
5 mm out of the plane, corresponding to a Ar of around 3 ps which was used to calculate
AR in the later data analysis (so that, theoretically, AR: 16.0 m at R :25 m, see Fig. 2).
However, these deviations were apparently canceled out if the three time of arcival
differences were added, since the results of the range calibration of the array showed a AR
of only 3.4 m at R : 25 m (see the regarding section). During all echolocation recordings
the four hydrophones stayed approximately in the same place with deviations of up to 1

mm.
The hydrophone cables were connected to a rechargeable battery-driven, multi-

channel pre-amplifier/linedriver with a 18 dB gain and a flat frequency response up to
200 kIIz, housed in a water-tight box that was attached to the delrin mount block. The
pre-amplifier was connected via cables feeding back to the boat to a rechargeable battery-
driven, multi-channel amplifier with an adjustable gain for each channel and a flat
frequency response up to 200 kHz. A 5.08 cm diameter metal pipe was connected to the
block to stick the array in the water. A small video camera in a water-tight transparent
container was attached to the metal pipe, approximately 10 cm above H6. It was
connected to a VCR on the boat that was synchronized with the data acquisition system,
The array could be taken apart and put back together again with a screwdriver.

VIDEO CAMERA

AMPLIIFIER

SPHERICAL
HYOROPHONES

Fig. 4. The hydrophone array that was used for data acquisition.



Data acquisition
Instead of storing the incoming acoustic signals on an analog recording device,

immediate analog-to-digital conversion was accomplished by using two GAGE I2I0, 12
bit dual simultaneous sampling data acquisition boards, that were connected to internal
slots of a transportable "lunch box" type computer (a Portable Expandable Platform 486
DX-33). Power was supplied by a12Y rechargeable battery box connected to a 150 W
DC/AC inverter (Statpower). Analog-to-digital conversion was performed at a sample
rate of 500 kHz, so that every 2 ps a digitized point was added.

The data acquisition system was driven by a program written in Qbasic 4.5 and
operated with a pre-trigger capability, meaning that incoming signals were continously
digitized and fed into temporal memory, until the amplitude of a signal would exceed a
pre-set value and thus trigger the transfer of a number of digitized points before and after
the onset of the signal to the board's normal memory. The data collection process for all
four channels was triggered by the input of the center hydrophone, Ho. Both the number
of pre-trigger points and post-trigger points were set at 200, so that 800 ps were stored
per channel every time an echolocation click was detected. Up to 80 consecutive clicks
could be stored each time into one file, together with the time (to synchronize with video
recordings) and interclick intervals (IC! in ms for each click.

Study site and spinner and spotted dolphin populations
Preliminary echolocation recordings were obtained from two adult male captive

Tursiops swimming in floating open water pens in Kaneohe Bay, Oahu, Flawaii. Next,
recordings from free-ranging spinner dolphins and spotted dolphins were made at the
Waianae coast of Oahu on board a 5.2 m Boston Whaler. While spinner dolphins
frequently visit two areas of this coast (sandy bottom waters up to 25 m deep in front of
Kahe Beach Park and Makua Beach), arriving in the early morning and sometimes
staying at the same site throughout the day, spotted dolphins are only encountered on rare
ocasions (Lammers pers. comm.), and only on one occasion their clicks could be
recorded. The measured water depth (using a Scubapro Personal Dive Sonar 2) was 40 m,
while depth varied from 6 to 21 m for the spinner dolphin click recordings which were
obtained on four days from February to April 1997.

Data analysis: localizing dolphins
A program was written in Qbasic 4.5 to calculate click characteristics, as well as

positions of echolocating dolphins using time of arrival differences. The point of
appearance of the maximum positive peak was taken as the time of click arrival at each
channel. No negative peaks were used because phase shifting could cause the maximum
absolute amplitude of the click to appear at a different position within the click on each
channel. Using only positive peaks made it easier to assure that the same excursion was
taken as time of click arrival on all four channels. This was important because the
calibration showed that the use of a different excursion of the signals between channels
could cause large errors in range estimations. If one channel had its maximum peak at an

t0



excursion that was different compared to the other channels, the correct excursion could
be selected manually on that channel by means of a cursor option. This option consisted
of two cursors that reset all digitized points to zero, either before or after the point where
the cursor was positioned.

To obtain the most accurate estimation of the actual peak appearance within the
excursion (since digitized points were sampled only every 2 pr), a 3-point parabolic curve
fit was calculated through the point with the maximum amplitude (point 2) andthe points
preceding and following that point (points 1 and 3). If X2:0, Xr: -1 and x3: l, the x-
value xo ofthe peak ofthe parabola can be expressed as:

X^: Yr-YtP 2(yr+yt-2yz)

where:

yt,y2, y3 : amplitudes of points I,2,3 (yz> yt a yz > ys)

The time of the estimated maximum peak can now be expressed as:

tp: (x2' + xo) .2 Fs

where:

X2' : nft digitized point representing point 2

The time of arrival differences are:

t91:to6-tpt

'162:tog-tpz

te3:\6-tpi

tp6, tpl, t 2,tp,l: to on channel 0, 1,2,3

ll

where:



The use of the 3-point parabolic curve fit proved to give the least variation in
calculated positions between clicks, and also gave the best results in the performed
calibration. From 161,'cs2, and t63, values were calculated for R, 0, gr, <p2, and AR. Depth
of the dolphin could be estimated to be depth D of H6 (assumed to be 1.5 m) + R.sin(-0).
Tlrese parameters, including r,s1, ^cs2, t63, click number, time, and interclick interval (ICI),
were written to a separate file.

Calibration
To measure the accuracy of range calculations, a calibration was performed by

transmitting trains of a digitized Tursiops click underwater and recording them with the
hydrophone array at different distances from the transmitter. Source levels of transrnitted
clicks were 208 t 2 dB re 1 pPa and interclick intervals were 500 t 10 ms. The array was
held so that H6 was at the same depth as the transmitter (thus, 0 = 0") and the plane of the
array was parallel to the plane of the transmitter (thus, q = 0'). The mean ranges that were
calculated by the program (n varied from 9 to 17 clicks for each range) were plotted
against the actual ranges (Fig. 5). It shows that range is increasingly underestimated as
range increases, but still within acceptable limits. Standard deviations also increase with
range but remain very small (< 0.7).

The array was only calibrated for calculations of R, not for calculations of <p or 0
(although both q and 0 were calculated by the program to be t 0'). According to
Watkins and Schevill (1974), estimations of directions inherently are more accurate than
estimations of range in passive acoustic localization. Besides, accuracy in estimation was
tnore important for R than for <p and 0, since R was used to calculate click source levels.

051015202530354045
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Fig. 5. Array calibration for calculations of R, expressed in a (a = 0.61
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Data analysis: calculating click characteristics
A further analysis of each recorded click was performed on the channel with the

highest absolute amplitude. This channel was assumed to have recorded the click from
most closely to the center of the echolocation transmission beam, thus representing the
'real' click most closely. To select the recorded click without its reflection from the water
surface and without low-frequency background noise, the same cursor option as described
earlier was used.

For each click selection, a subjective decision had to be made on where the click
ended and where the surface reflection began, since clicks and surface reflections
interfered sometimes. This decision was mainly based on the fact that surface reflections
mirror the click in amplitude (that is, positive peaks in the click appear as negative peaks
in surface reflections, and vice versa), due to the large impedance difference between
water and air. Another tool was to look at the time between the click and its surface
leflection. This time At is expected to be different for each channel, due to different
distances that the click and its surface reflection have to travel to each hydrophone. The
largest At can be expected for the deepest hydrophone, which is H3.

If a flat water surface is assumed, with the pole of the array (the z-axis in Fig. 1)
exactly perpendicular to it, At can also be expressed mathematically as:

At; :(Ri -SR;)/c

where:

i : 0, 1, 2, ot 3, for hydrophones H6, H1, H2, and Hr, respectively

c = 1500 m/s

R; : direct path from the dolphin to hydrophone i.

SRi : surface reflected path from the dolphin to hydrophone i.
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The four ranges from the dolphin to the four hydrophones can be expressed as (see
Appendix):

R::

The four surface reflected paths are:

SRo:@

SRr:

SRz:

SRr: D + a)'sin0

where D is depth of Hs and is assumed to be between 0.5 and 2 m. Due to wave action,
varying values for D, and angles other than 90o between the array pole and water surface,
the equations for SR; (and therefore for At;) will often be inaccurate. However, they can
give a rough indication and can be used in deciding what is surface reflection and what
not. Generally, the farther away the dolphin is from the anay, and the closer it is to the
water surfaceo the shorter At will be.

+ 2.a.R.sin0

t4



Once the actual click was selected
were calculated and drawn on the screen:

1. The signal in the time domain, s(t).
function of time:

by using the cursor marks, the following plots

This is the normalized amplitude plotted as a

where:

p(t) : acoustic pressure as a function of time, in ppa

Pn,a* : absolute maximum acoustic pressure, in ptPa (that is, the biggest
peak in amplitude, either positive or negative)

2. The envelope of the signal, which emphasizes all the main oscillations of s(t) and
ignores the higher frequency oscillations. The envelope connects all the positive peaks of
s(t) with a single line, and can be expressed as {slqTT@ , where SO is the so-called
irnaginary part (containing negative frequencies) of the analytic signal su(t), and su(t) :
s(t) + j'SC). The imaginary part of the analyic signal, S(t), is the Hilbert transform of the
real part, s(t).

3. The spectrum, or the signal in the frequency domain, S(f). This is the normaltzed
amplitude plotted as a function of frequency. S(f) can be calculated by taking the Fast
Fourier Transform (FFT) of s(t).

4. Furthermore, there was an option for plotting the envelope of the so-called
wideband ambiguity function, x(T,r), or x(v,r), on the screen. The ambiguity function of
an echolocation click indicates the theoretical target resolution that the click provides, for
different velocities of the targe.t relative to the echolocating dolphin. Thus, by looking for
a change in target resolution at different velocities, it can also be seen how well a single
echolocation click provides information on target velocity. For the Tursiops click, no
such information is provided (Au 1993),

l5



The wideband ambiguity function can be expressed as:

x,(n,r) : ;| s -' 
ts(D.s(nl)r

where:

q : Doppler scale factor

t+Y
c

1_rc

v: velocity of the targelrelative to the echolocating dolphin

c : 1500 m/s

t : time delay between the transmitted click and its returning echo

s -'fst9.s(nl)l : inverse Fourier transform or inverse FFr of 1s1O s[nl)f

S(0: frequency domain of the signal

The envelope of X,(n,r) (called the ambiguity density) was plotted as a,function of the

relative target velocity v and the range r, rather than 1 and t (with ": ".[n* ,,1) 
and r:

1

1'c'r)'

Besides drawing the above plots, the program also calculated the following click
characteristics:

1. SPL : peak-to-peak sound pressure level, in dB re I pPa
:20 log(po6p)
:lHJ- c; +to los(vpor)

t6



where:

Ppkpk : peak-to-peak acoustic pressure, in pPa
lH, I : hydrophone sensitivity :2tt dB re 1 V / pPa
GA : gain of amplifiers:36 or 42 dB
Vpkpk : peak-to-peak voltage, AID adjusted, in V

: voltage of highest positive peak + lvoltage of highest negative peakl
: constant.popoo

The constant depends on H5, Ga and on A/D conversion parameters. Since the
maximum voltage that the boards were programmed to digitize was r 5 V, the SPL could
get saturated at either I93, 197 or 199 dB re I pPa, dependent on the gain that the
amplifier was adjusted to.

2. SL : peak-to-peak source level, in dB re 1 pPa
: SPL + 20 logR + crR

where:
u: acoustic absorption coeffrcient, in dB / m

For R < 30 m, a does not signihcantly contribute to transmission loss and can
therefore be ignored (Au 1993). The 20 logR term is referred to as the spherical spreading
loss.

3. SL*in : theoretical minimum peak-to-peak source level
: SPL + 20 log(R - AR)

4. SL.* : theoretical maximum peak-to-peak source level
: SPL + 20 log(R + AR)

5. SE : source energy flux density, in dB re I pPa2s
T: 10 log/p'1t;dt + 20logR
0

6. EN : normalized energy, in dB
: energy in acoustic waveform itself, independent of amplitude

T

t7
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fe7.

fo8

: peak frequency, in kHz
: frequency at maximum amplitude

: center frequency, in kHz
: frequency that divides the energy of the spectrum into two equal parts

oo

/r.1s19far
-o

/lstDr'ar

9.

where:

BW : 3-dB bandwidth, in kHz
:fr_f,

10.

ft<fo
fr>fo
fv fz: frequencies at an amplitude that is 3 dB re I Pa less than the

maximum amplitude

: rms (root mean square) bandwidth, in kHz

fir-ro;'1s1Dl'dr

11.

oo

/1sig1'ar
-cO

: signal duration, in ps
:tz-tt

where t1 is the time where the signal energy reaches a threshold value of 0.4%o of the
maximum energy and tr is the time where the signal energy is within 0.01o/o of the
maximum energy; the most reliable signal durations with lespect to visual comparison
were obtained for these arbitrary values of 0.4Yo and 0,01%

18



12. T4 : rms signal duration, in ps

centroid of the time domain signal, in ps
time after the onset of the signal that divides the energy of the time wave

into two equal parts
@

/t 1'1ty;'at
-@

J1'6;1'at
-@

: time bandwidth product

rd expressed in s, B expressed inHz
1ra|>fi, (sonaruncertainty principle)

13.

14. rap

where:

Gabor (1947) has demonstrated that a sinusoidal pulse with a constant frequency
and a Gaussian envelope is the only function that has a time bandwidth product which is

equal to the lower limit of fr (= 0.08). He called this the elementary signal. Thus, the t6B

value of an echolocation click indicates how close the click approximates this ideal,
elementary signal.

I9



At15. : Woodward time resolution constant, in ps
: minimum time difference in echo arrival that is needed

two point targets as two separate echoes instead of one
parameter that can be predicted from the spectrum of the click

to recognize the
echo; this is aechoes of

theoretical

/ls(Dloar

t.ils(0ltafl'

range resolution, in cm
minimum distance between two point targets that is needed to recognize

them as two separate points
: maximum target resolution that each click can theoretically attain

1:1.c.Ar

Amb(300)
t 7. Am;i') : ambiguity density at v : 300 m/s and r: 0 m, divided by the

ambiguity density at v: 0 m/s and r: 0 m.
: an artificial parameter which can be used to compare Doppler sensitivity

of a single click with that of other clicks. Although clicks with a ffiH close to 0 are

more Doppler sensitive than clicks witl Amb(300)
t u ffi close to i, these former clicks may

still be very Doppler insensitive for velocities up to 20 m/s so that target velocities cannot
be resolved to any useful degree from a single echo. Therefore, this parameter is only to
be used for reasons of comparison.

For each click, all 17 click characteristics were written to the same file that
contained the position parameters of echolocating dolphins. Next, the parameters were
imporled into a spreadsheet program for a more detailed analysis, such as calculating
means and standard deviations and looking into any relationships between parameters.

Ar:16.
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RESULTS

Except for the preliminary recordings from captive Tursiops, no usable video data
were obtained. The video recordings from Tursiops show a dolphin that is approaching
the array from * 5 m to 1 m and a stationary dolphin at-r 4 m. Both of them have their
heads pointed at the arlay.The recorded movements agree very well with the calculated
positions for each click. One reason why no other video data were obtained is because
free-ranging dolphins never ensonified the array directly from the front (with 0 : 0" and
q : 0o) and therefore were outside the visual field of the camera. Another reason is that
the video equipment failed during later recordings. Therefore, it was not possible to
distinguish between clicks that were off-axis (and thus not representing the actual clicks)
and clicks from the center of the echolocation beam. To, nevertheless, try to use only
clicks from the center of the beam, each recorded click was analyzed from the channel
with the highest sound pressure level. Additionally, in situations where the highest SPL
was recorded by the middle hydrophone He and consequently lower amplitudes by the
outer hydrophones, it could be argued that the dolphin had its echolocation beam directed
at the array. Therefore, a subselection of clicks with the highest SPL at Hs was made
(refened to as H6-clicks), and the analysis of these subselected clicks was compared with
the analysis of all clicks.

Another problem that was experienced, besides the failing video equipment, was
that one or more channels (from Hr, Hz and H3) sometimes failed to record due to a faulty
connection. Since omitting one of the channels from the calibration data and using a
formula for a three hydrophone affay showed that no reliable values for R could be
calculated (and that different values for R were obtained if either the channel from Hr, Hz
or H3 was omitted), no values for R, 0, gr, q2, AR, depth, SL, SL.1n, SL.u* and SE were
obtained from clicks that had one or more channels missing. The remaining click
characteristics of those clicks were used, however, in further data analysis.

A total of 851 spinner dolphin clicks and 340 spotted dolphin clicks were
recorded and analyzed. Of these clicks, only 131 spinner dolphin clicks and 196 spotted
dolphin clicks were recorded on all four channels. Assuming depth D of Hs to be 1.5 m,
the mean depths (t SD) of the localized spinner dolphin and spotted dolphin clicks were
2.8 + 2.3 m and 1.1 t 0.8 m, respectively. The recorded Tursiops clicks are not further
presented here because the click characteristics of captive Tursiops are already well-
known (see Au 1993).

Analysis of single echolocation clicks
Fig. 6 shows a typical spinner dolphin click as it was received on the four

channels, with the upper channel indicating Ho, the second channel H1, the third channel
H2, and the fourth channel H3. The numbers at each channel indicate the time in ;.rs from
the hrst digitized point stored (at the left side of Fig. 6) to the maximum positive peak of
the click. Thus, x1t,ao2, and rs, can be estimated by subtracting the numbers at the second,
third, and fourth channel, respectively, from the number at the first channel (the actual
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time of arrival differences deviate a bit because of the use of the 3-point parabolic curve
fit). The peak-to-peak sound pressure level of the click at each channel is indicated in the
upper right corner of Fig. 6. The highest SPL was received at the first channel so that the
recorded click can be considered as an H6-click, as defined before. Therefore, the first
channel was most likely to have recorded the click from the beam axis, and a further click
analysis was performed on this channel with the two cursor marks indicating the selected
digitized points.

The part after the second cursor mark is considered to be surface reflection, based
on the mirrored amplitudes of the reflection relative to the click (positive peaks become
negative peaks and vice versa). It is also consistent with the time delay between the click
and its surface reflection, At, at ach channel. This time is higher for the fourth channel of
the deepest hydrophone H3 than for the first channel of Ho, while the second and third
channel, of the two shallowest hydrophones, show a lot of interference of the click with
its surface reflection. By measuring the time delays At6, At1, Atr, and At3 from Fig. 6 and
filling these in with R, 0, and <p in the equations mentioned in the Material and Methods,
the depth D of He is calculated to be 0.8 m, which seems to be a reasonable estimation.

Fig. 7 shows the results of the click analysis on the first channel. This typical
spinner dolphin click had a sharp rise time and two main excursions followed by some
minor excursions in the time domain, and was 36 ps long (Fig. 7A). The envelope (Fig.
78) shows one major and one minor oscillation, rvhile the spectrum (Fig. 7C) was
broadband and had most of its energy between 40 l<I1z and 120 kHz with detectable
energy up to the upper limit of recording of 200 kHz. The peak-to-peak source level had a
high value of 209.9 dB re 1 prPa, thereby classifying this click among the 30o/o loudest of
all recorded spinner dolphin clicks that could be localized.

Fig. 8 shows another spinner dolphin click with an even higher source level of
213.5 dB, recorded from about 13 m, and also being an Hs-click (and therefore analyzed
on the first channel). The waveform (Fig. 8A) and envelope (Fig. 88) of the click were
quite similar to the click of Fig. 7. The spectrum, however, was bimodal instead of
unimodal, with the low frequency peak having an almost equal but somewhat higher
amplitude than the high frequency peak (Fig. 8C). The next click from the same click
train was also an Hs-click, but had a higher source level of 214.0 dB. The waveform,
envelope, and spectrum look almost similar to those of Fig. 8, but this time the high
frequency peak had the highest amplitude (Fig. 9).

The click with the highest source level (218.6 dB) of all recorded spinner dolphin
clicks (apart from a number of clicks that had even higher source levels but were
saturated on all four channels) is shown in Fig. 10. It was recorded from about 13 m and
lrad its highest SPL at the second channel, on which it was analyzed. Generally, the
loudest clicks in the recordings seemed to be more irregular in shape (sometimes having
several peaks in the spectrum) and more variable than clicks that were a few dB less in
amplitude.
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ticnall6f intclicl=$ ffi
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Sructnuil + funther enalgsis (c/n)? c Uhieh channel (t is {)l lI

Fig. 6. A single spinner dolphin click as it was received on the four channels.
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[u = 1ffi,5 k]lz beta = 35,5 kllz

Fig. 7. Normalized time domain waveform s(t) (A), envelope @), and normalized frequency spectrum
S(0 (C) of the spinner dolphin click as it was recorded on the first channel of Fig. 6.
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(B)

(A)

fmsuencg (kllz)

Fig. 8. Normalized time domain waveform s(t) (A), envelope (B), and normalized frequency spectrum
S(f) (C) of another spinner dolphin click.
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Fig.9. Normalized time domain waveform s(t) (A), envelope (B), and normalized frequency spectrum
S(f) (C) of the next spinner dolphin click in the same click train.
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l0g

lll(f)

(c)

s[ = 218,6 iB
,3 dt 5E = 155,3 dB

f0 = 66,9 kllz
leta = 35,0 kllz

Fig. 10. Normalized time domain waveform s(t) (A), envelope (B), and normalized frequency spectrum
S(0 (C) of the spinner dolphin click with the highest recorded source level.

Fig. 11 shows a typical spotted dolphin click as it was received on the four
channels, with the highest SPL on the first channel. The actual click was selected by use
of the cursor marks (considering the part after the second cursor mark to be surface
leflection, for the same reasons as in Fig. 6) and a further click analysis was performed.
The waveform, envelope, and spectrum resemble those of the spinner dolphin clicks very
much (Fig. 12), although the minor excursions in the time domain were generally higher
in amplitude for the spotted dolphin clicks than for the spinner dolphin clicks. The next
click from the same spotted dolphin click train (also an Hs-click) had a waveform,
envelope, and spectrum very similar to those of Fig.12, although unlike Fig. 12 the high
frequency peak was somewhat higher in amplitude than the low frequency peak (Fig.13).
Again, the source level was also higher (217.9 versus 217.2 dB for the first click). Other
spotted dolphin clicks from the same click train, both of them analyzed on the third
channel, had a very broad bandwidth (Fig. la) and a more unimodal than bimodal
spectrum (Fig.1 5, with a high source level of 219.3 dB). The click with the highest source
level (220.3 dB) of all recorded spotted dolphin clicks, recorded from about 25 m and
analyzed on the fourth channel, had a spectrum with an irregular shape (Fig. l6).

In general, spinner dolphin clicks and spotted dolphin clicks were very much
alike, although the spotted dolphin clicks seemed to be more variable.

sP[ = 196,2 ilB
l{orn,En, = -5?
fp = 46,9 kllz
[u = 42,0 kllz
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Fig. 11. A single spotted dolphin click as it was received on the four channels.
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Fig.12. Normalized time domain waveform s(t) (A), envelope (B), and normalized frequency spectrum
S(0 (C) of the spoffed dolphin click as it was recorded on the first channel of Fig. I I .
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lp = ll9,l kllz f0 = 92,6 kfiz
h = 102,5 kllz leia = 33,? ldlz

Fig. 13. Normalized time domain waveform s(t) (A), envelope (B), and normalized frequency spectrum
S(f) (C) of the next spotted dolphin click in the same click train.
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Fig. 14. Normalized time domain waveform s(t) (A), envelope (B), and normalized frequency spectrum
S(0 (C) of another spotted dolphin click from the same click train.
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fp = l??,1 lllz f0 = lfi,4l]lz
[u = $$,9 kllz letl = 36,2 kllz

Fig. 15. Normalized time domain waveform s(t) (A), envelope (B), and normalized frequency spectrum
S(f) (C) of another spotted dolphin click from the same click train.
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Fig. f 6. Normalized time domain waveform s(t) (A), envelope (B), and norrnalized frequency spectrum
S(0 (C) of the spotted dolphin click with the highest recorded source level, from another click train.
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Double clicks
Very occasionally, so-called double clicks were recorded (Fig. 17), where a click

was followed by a second click 230 or more prs later. The second click was not a case of
surface reflection of the first click, nor was it emitted by a different dolphin, because the
time delay between the first and second click (332 ps in Fig. 17) was almost identical,
with + 2 ps accuracy, on all channels on which the second click was recorded. The time
delays between the click and its surface reflection on the four channels, At6, At1, At2, and
At3, can be estimated by the equations described earlier and are never identical.
Furthermore, the second click is almost identical to the first click in both the time domain
(whereas the surface reflection in Fig. 17 is minored in amplitude) and in the frequency
domain (Fig. 18), on all channels. Because of the narrow beam transmission of clicks, the
time and frequency domain of any surface reflection are expected to differ considerably
from the actual click.

Note from Fig. 18 that the peak-to-peak sound pressure level, as well as the center
frequency and 3-dB bandwidth were higher for the second click than for the first click.
This was the case for most recorded double clicks. Although the presented double click
was a spotted dolphin click, double clicks were also present within the spinner dotphin
clicks. The number of double clicks that were seen within the data probably
underestimate the actual number, since second clicks following the first click by more
than about 0.5 ms could not be recorded within the 800 ps window.

0$ t20 i55
Q12,2 i lfi,1)

= -13,50 u -166,50

[?t? c 400// 408

Fig. 17. A spotted dolphin double click as it was received on the four channels. The second click was only
recorded on the first, second, and fourth channel.
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Fig. 18. Normalized frequency spectra of the first (A, C, and E) and second click (B, D, and F) as they
were recorded on the first (A and B), second (C and D), and fourth channel (E and F) ofFig. 17.
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Gharacteristics of the spinner and spotted dolphin clicks
After importing all position and click parameters of each click from the channel

with the highest SPL into a spreadsheet program, means and standard deviations could be
calculated for both species. These are presented in Table I for a number of click
characteristics.

Note that the mean peak-to-peak source levels in Table I are only 15 to 20 dB less
than the maximum source levels reported by Au (1980) for captive Tursiops performing
an echolocation task. For the spinner and spotted dolphin clicks, maximum recorded
source levels were222 and220.3 dB re 1 pPa, respectively. Additionally, 3-dB and rms
bandwidths were higher than those reported for most odontocete species in literature,
while signal durations were shorter. The mean theoretical range resolution values were
smaller by about 0.3 cm than the minimum value of 1.0 cm reported for captive Tursiops
(Au 1993). The minimum range resolution for both the spinner and spotted dolphin clicks
was 0.4 cm.

Table L Summary of a number of signal characteristics (x + SD) for the total sums of clicks of spinner
dolphins and spotted dolphins. Forthe spinner dolphin clicks, sample size N:851, except for SL and SE
(N: 131), for E* (N : 831), and for fp CI{: 836). For the spotted dolphin clicks, N= 340, except for SL and
SE (N: 195), and for fo (N:338).

sL(dB) sE(dB) EN(dB) fp(kHz) fotJlz) BW(kHz) P(kHz)

Stenelln longiroslris
Stenelln flttertuflla

Stenella Iongiroslris
Stenelln flltenuolo

208.2 -L5.4

2t1.7 +4.9

r(us)

147 .8 +4.',]

150.3 +4.4

ra(trs)

31.3 +12.3

43.1 +15.1
4.6 +1.5

5.3 +1.9

80.4 +12.1

83.4 +16.8

Ar(ps)

9.4 +2,7

8.9 +3.0

-57.5 +2.4 69.7 +23.1

-56.9 +1.7 69.4i31.3

rap to(trs)

0.1610.06 11.6+6.2
0.21 +0.10 15.8 +8.2

76.4 +23.4 34.1+4.9
79.8 +35.9 38.',7 +6.7

Ar(cm)

0.70 +0.20
0.67 r0.23
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The mean ffiH value (a characteristic that can be used to compare Doppler

sensitivity among clicks) was 0.85 (SD : 0.03) for the spinner dolphin clicks and 0.84
(SD : 0.05) for the spotted dolphin clicks (see also the wideband ambiguity diagram of
one spinner dolphin click in Fig. l9). For comparison, a digitized typical Tursiops click

(Fig. 10.3.A fi'om Au lgg3) had an 
A*gp of 0.56 while typical signals ofAmb(u)

Cephalorhynchus hectori, Phocoena phocoena, and Phocoenoides dalli (all belonging to
the second acoustic category of odontocetes that was mentioned in the Introduction) had
Amb(300) 1 .

ffivaluesof0.28,0.20,and.0.16,respective1y.Therefore,thespinnerandspotted
dolphin clicks are even less Doppler sensitive than signals from other odontocete species.
However, none of the signals is suitable for resolving target velocities to any useful
, , Amb(20)

degree ( ffi = 1 for all six signals, that is, ambiguity densities at v : 20 m/s are

sirnilar to those at v: 0 m/s).

n (n)

u (n/s)

Fig. 19. Wideband ambiguity diagram X(v,r) of a spinner dolphin click.

H'nth, denE ,
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To test for general differences between the spinner and spotted dolphin clicks,
each click characteristic in Table I was first subjected to a variance ratio test. Except for
SL, SE, and Ep, variances of all click characteristics were significantly higher (p<0.0001)
for the spotted dolphin clicks than for the spinner dolphin clicks, thereby confirming the
greater variability that was found in the recorded spotted dolphin clicks. Because
variances appeared not to be equal, and underlying distributions of click characteristics
did not all seem to be normal (see the Appendix), the nonparametric two-tailed Mann-
Whitney test, rather than Student's t-test, was used to test for differences between means.
It was found that the spotted dolphin clicks had higher values for SL, SE, EN, fs, p, r, rs,
t6p, and t0 Cr<0.0001), while the spinner dolphin clicks had higher values for fo (p<0.05),
At, and Ar (p<0.0001). No significant difference in BW was found. Concluding, the
recorded spotted dolphin clicks were found to be louder, of longer duration, and with
better intrinsic range resolution than the spinner dolphin clicks.

Although spinner dolphin clicks were also found to be recorded from significant
larger ranges (p<0.0001) than spotted dolphin clicks, none of the click characteristics of
Table I are likely to be related to the position of the dolphin. This was assured by plotting
each characteristic separately as a function of range, which resulted in correlation
coefficients smaller than0.2 for all characteristics, except for plotting Ep as a function of
range 1r2 : 0.25 and,0.27 for the spinner and spotted dolphin clicks, respectively).

Besides the mean values for all recorded clicks presented in Table I, means and
standard deviations were also determined for the subselection of all clicks that had the
highest SPL recorded by He (He-clicks). However, the Mann-Whitney test showed that,
for the spinner dolphin clicks, none of the click characteristics of these Hs-clicks were
signihcantly different from those presented in Table L For the spotted dolphin clicks, Hs-
clicks had higher values for fs but smaller values for t and t0 Cl<0.05) than the total sum
of clicks. For the remaining click characteristics, no significant differences were found.

Assigning clicks to individual animals
Successive clicks that had similar position parameters were divided into groups,

of which each was assumed to be emitted by a single dolphin. By adding the interclick
intervals for each group of clicks (except for groups of only one or two clicks), their mean
length (t SD) could be determined to be 0.83 + 0.74 s, representing 12.0 + 9.3 clicks, for
tlre spinner dolphin clicks (n: 64 groups), and 0.91 + 1.06 s, representing 14.1 + 16.5
clicks, for the spotted dolphin clicks (n: 23 groups). The first interclick interval of each
group of clicks was not used for this calculation (nor was it used in the further analysis),
since these intervals were not part of a click train and only indicate the time between two
click trains of different animals.
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Next, similar groups of clicks that were separated in time by one or more other
groups could be linked and assigned to one animal, taking into account the time between
these groups and the animal's direction of movement for each group of clicks. Since two
time of arrival differences were already sufhcient to divide clicks into groups, it was
more convenient to look at time of arrival differences instead of actual positions, in order
to assign the large number of recorded clicks that had one channel missing to individual
animals as well.

Fig. 20A shows the calculated positions (using only one of the two formulas for
<p) for 59 clicks that could be localized out of a file of 79 spinner dolphin clicks.
Successive clicks that have been grouped together are indicated by identical symbols. The
f,rrst and last click of each group are connected to the x-y plane by a continuous and
dotted line, respectively, from which the direction of movement can be seen. From the
positions and direction calculated for each group of clicks (1A, IB and 1C in Fig. 20A) it
has been assumed that they were emitted by the same animal, although this might not be
the case. However, since each group of clicks represents one click train in this example,
it is highly probable that each group apart has been emitted at least by only one animal.
The time elapsed between the last click of group 1A and the first click of 18 was 1 sec
and between group 18 and 1C it was 6 sec. Fig. 20B shows the calculated positions for a
file of 80 spotted dolphin clicks. Since 0.5 sec elapsed between group I and 2 and
because of the large distance between them, it is safe to conclude that they were emitted
by different animals.

(A) (B)
Fig.20. Calculated positions for click trains lA, lB, and lC emitted by presumably one spinner dolphin
(Fig. 20A) and for click trains I and 2 emitted by two spotted dolphins (Fig. 20B). Clicks belonging to
different click trains are indicated by different symbols. Hydrophone Ho of the array is at position (0,0,0)
and arrows in the x-y plane indicate direction of movement.
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After all clicks had been assigned to individual animals, click characteristics were
compared among individuals of each species to investigate whether or not the subdivision
that was made could be supported additionally by click characteristics other than position
parameters of the clicks. This was done by using a method known as discriminant
analysis (Lindeman et al. 1980: 183-196, 221), which is essentially similar to a
multivariate analysis of variance. A discriminant analysis results in several so-called
discriminant functions, each of which assigns weights to all variables fed into the
analysis. The variable with the highest absolute weight in the most significant
discriminant function is the most important click characteristic to discriminate among
individual dolphins.

First, to decide which click characteristics should be fed into the discriminant
analysis as variables, preliminary Kruskall-Wallis tests (the nonparametric equivalent of
an ANOVA) were performed on all click characteristics, testing one characteristic at a
time, to look for differences among individuals. Only individual animals that had three or
rnore clicks been assigned to were tested. All click characteristics were found to differ
significantly among the 48 presumed spinner dolphin individuals (p<0.0001) and among

the 13 presumed spotted dolphin individuals (p<0.05 for SE, SL, B, ""d 
ATb{tgg)

Amb(0) )

p<0.0001 for the rernaining click characteristics).
Because each click characteristic was found to be significantly different among

individuals, ten click characteristics were arbitrarily selected to be fed into the
discriminant analysis: EN, {o, f0, BW, 9, r, ad, rop, to, and At. For the 48 presumed spinner
dolplrin individuals (representing a total number of 748 clicks), this resulted in nine
significant discriminant functions, of which the most important function accounted for
55.0 % of the total variation among individuals. This function assigned the following
standardized weights to click characteristics (only indicating proportions of importance):

Zt : I.04.EN + 0.08.fe - 0.07.ft - 0.12.BW + 0.35.8 + 0. l6.r + 0.16.16 + 0.32.r0B +
0.09.t0 - 0.30.Ar.

Using the found discriminant functions, the SPSS program was able to assign 43.9 o/o of
all clicks to the correct individuals. For the 13 presumed spotted dolphin individuals
(representing a total number of 335 clicks), the analysis resulted in four signihcant
discriminant functions, of which the most important function accounted for 77 .6 %io of the
total variation among individuals, being:

Zt:0.32.8N + 0.14'fe- 0.98.ft - 0.02.8W + 0.73.8 + 0.99.r + 0.57.t0 - 0.77.r68 -
0.31.t0 - 0.61.Ar.

Using the calculated functions, 39.7 Yo of the clicks could be assigned to the correct
spotted dolphin individuals. If a discriminant analysis was applied to the selection of only
H6-clicks, eight significant discriminant functions were found for the spinner dolphins
(assigning 56.3 % of the clicks correctly) and two significant functions for the spotted
dolphins (assigning 79.7 % of the clicks correctly).
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It should be noted that either omitting characteristics from the analyses, or adding
new characteristics to them, resulted in quite different discriminant functions than the
ones described above. Therefore, the exact meaning of the weights that were assigned to
click characteristics is ambiguous. In all cases, however, one or more significant
discriminant functions were obtained, thus supporting the assignment of clicks to
individual animals that was made.

Click trains of a spinner and a spotted dolphin
For three click trains of a spinner dolphin and one long train of a spotted dolphin

(of which the calculated positions are shown in Fig. 20A and 20B, respectively), the
rleans and standard deviations of their click characteristics are presented in Table II.
Variance ratio tests showed that the variances of all click characteristics were
significantly higher (p<0.0001) for the spotted dolphin than for the spinner dolphin.
Furlhermore, using the Mann-Whitney test, it was found that the spotted dolphin click
train had higher values for SL, SE, B, x, x6, arfld t6B @<0.0001), while the spinner dolphin
trains had higher values for Ep (p<0.0001), t, At, and Ar (p<0.05). No significant
differences in f6, BW, and te were found. Ranges from which the spinner and spotted
dolphin click trains were recorded were not significantly different either.

Table II. Summary of a number of signal characteristics (x + SD) for the click trains of the individual
spinner dolphin and spotted dolphin. For the spinner dolphin clicks, sample size N : 74, except for SL, SE,
and E^- (N : 59). For the spotted dolphin clicks, N : 75.

SL(dB) SE(dB) EN(dB) fr(kHz) fo(kHz) BW(kHz) p(kHz)

S. longirostris (l ind.)
S. nttenufltfl (1 ind.)

S. longirostris
S. allenuatu (1

-52.7 +0.8 68.1 +18.2
-56.5 +1.4 62.4 +30

to(ps)

79.7 r19.8 31.4+2.9
7 3 .4 +3'7 .0 39 .6 +8.2

Ar(cm)

0.73 +0.19

0.72 +0.24

r(ps) ta(Us) raP

30.3 +6.'7 4 Lt.z
5.8 +2

205 8 +3.2
211.5 L5.6

3.7 +10.6

t47.9 L2.8
150.3 15.0

0.13 +0.04
0.23 +0. t I

16.5 +5.2

17.8 +8.1

75.7 +l l.l
79 | 116.6

Ar(ps)

9.8 +2.5
9.6 L3.2
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Additionally, several click characteristics were plotted as a function of click
number. Fig. 2l shows the interclick intervals for both animals, which started off high,
fluctuated throughout each train in a cyclic manner and ended at a lower value, but were
always higher than the so-called two-way transit time. This is the time needed for an
echolocation click to travel from the dolphin to the target and then return as an echo to
the dolphin, and can be expressed as 2R"/c, with c = 1500 m/s and R being the calculated
distance from the dolphin to the array.

Peak-to-peak source levels and source energies of the same click trains are
presented in Fig. 22. Since the first 15 clicks of the spinner dolphin's second recorded
click train were not recorded on the third channel, no ranges and therefore no values for
SL and SE could be calculated for those clicks. SL and SE show similar although not
identical fluctuations, generally starting and ending at lower values than the clicks in the
middle part of each train. The spotted dolphin reached a maximum SL of 2I9.8 dB re 1

pPa, which is 9.1 dB higher than the highest spinner dolphin's click. The spotted
dolphin's click train also shows a much larger variation than the spinner dolphin's trains.

Additionally, center frequencies and rms bandwidths were more variable and
reached higher maximum values for the spotted dolphin than for the spinner dolphin (Fig.
23). For both dolphins f6 was always higher than B, with both click characteristics
showing similar fluctuations and fs having the biggest variation. Peak frequencies and 3-
dB bandwidths on the other hand followed very much the same pattems, with sometimes

t being higher than BW but in most cases higher BWs (Fig. 24). Again the spotted
dolphin reached higher maximum values and showed more variation. Peak freqeuncies,
center frequencies and 3-dB bandwidths generally seem to start off low, increase during
the click train and then decrease again at the end (in contrast to the relatively steady rms
bandwidths). This is reflected in the theoretical range resolution properties of the clicks,
with poor resolution at the beginnings and endings of click trains, and better resolution
values in the middle regions (Fig. 25). The spotted dolphin clicks reached lower and
therefore better resolution values, but showed more variation than the spinner dolphin
clicks. The spinner dolphin clicks, however, had lower time bandwidth products and
therefore approximated the Gabor elementary signal more closely. Signal durations,
finally, were shorter for the spinner dolphin clicks and showed less variation, with respect
to rms durations, than for the spotted dolphin clicks (Fig. 26).
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Fig.21. Interclick intervals ald 2-way transit times for the three spinner dolphin click trains (A) and one
spotted dolphin click train (B).
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Relationships between click parameters
To look for any mutual relationships between click parameters, several sets of two

parameters were plotted as xy scatter plots. In case there appeared to be a linear,
logarithmic, or power relationship between parameters, a least square regression was
applied to the data and the correlation coeffrcient calculcated. This was done both for the
click trains of the spinner dolphin and of the spotted dolphin that were presented in the
previous section, as well as for the total sums of recorded clicks from the two dolphin
species. Furthermore, the subselection of H6-clicks were also plotted for all relationships
that were investigated. However, in most cases this resulted in similar or lower
correlation coefficients than those obtained by plotting all clicks, and therefore these plots
are not presented.

1. Interclick interval versus range
Interclick intervals and the corresponding ranges that were calculated for each

click seemed to be related linearly (Fig. 27), with higher correlation coefficients for the
spotted dolphin data than for the spinner dolphin data. Correlations for the total sum of
clicks of either species (Fig. 27 A and B) were higher than those for the clicks of the
individual spinner and spotted dolphin (Fig. 27C and D). The positive regressions
between ICI and R, as well as the fact that the ICI of a click was always higher than the
two-way transit time that was needed for a click to travel from the dolphin to the
lrydrophone array and then back to the dolphin, can be an indication that most dolphins
were indeed echolocating on the array and waited each time to receive an echo before
transmitting the next click. The time difference between the ICI and the two-way transit
time for each click can probably be considered to be the echo information processing time
of the dolphin (Au 1993), and varied between 16 and 105 ms for all spinner dolphin
clicks (x : 48.9, SD:22.2, n: 114), and between2T and 93 ms for all spotted dolphin
clicks (i:44.9, SD: 12.3, n: 171). In Fig. 20,the equation of the two-way transit time
as a function ofrange is also plotted and can be expressed as:

2-way transit time (ms) : 1.33xR (m).
The echo information processing time can also be obtained by subtracting this

equation from the least square linear regression equations of ICI on R. Since all least
square linear regression equations of Fig. 27 have steeper slopes than the slope of the
equation for two-way transit time, the processing times thus calculated increase with
increasing range. This is most obvious for the clicks of the individual spotted dolphin
plotted inFig.27D.
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Fig.21 . Scatter plots of interclick interval on range for the total sum of spinner dolphin clicks (A) and the
total sum of spotted dolphin clicks (B), and for the click trains of the individual spinner dolphin (C) and
individual spotted dolphin (D). The equation of the least square linear regression line through the data and
its corelation coefficient are indicated in the upper right comer of each plot.

2.
As found earlier by Au et al. (1995) for a false killer whale, Pseudorca

crassidens, center frequency seems to be related linearly to peak-to-peak source level for
the spinner and spotted dolphin clicks too (Fig. 28). Only source levels derived from
unsaturated sound pressure levels (i.e., only SPLs that could be fully captured by the data
acquistion boards) were plotted in Fig. 28, since the SL of saturated signals would be an
underestimation of their real SL. The four plots of Fig. 28 (plotted click trains of one
animal and total sum of clicks for spinner as well as spotted dolphins) have similar
correlation coefficients and similar least square linear regression equations, that also
approach the equation (fs (kHz) : 2.55.SL (dB) - 456.40) found by Au et al. (1995).
Because of this similarity, the linear regression equations were compared between spinner
and spotted dolphins using Student's t-test in the way described by Zar (1984: 292-305).
The slopes of the linear regression equations for the total sums of clicks of either spinner
or spotted dolphins (Fig. 28A and B) were found not to be significantly different from
each other (p>0.5). Therefore, a common slope could be caculated, which was 2.35.
However, the elevations of the two equations were found to be significantly different
(p<0.001). The same results were obtained (no significantly different slopes by p>0.5, but
different elevations by p<0.001) if the linear regression equations for the individual

y=2.8613x+26.162
I = 0.s917

y=25451x+3608
I = o.os58

y = a 0222\ -38 734

I=ost71
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spinner and spoffed dolphin (Fig. 28C and D) were compared. The calculated common
slope was 2.33.

Besides the linear relationship between center frequency and peak-to-peak source
level, scatter plots of 3-dB bandwidth on source level suggested an exponential
relationship (Fig. 29).For both spinner and spotted dolphins, correlations were better for
the plotted data of individual animals (not shown) than for the total sums of clicks. For
the total sum of spotted dolphin clicks, another exponential relationship was suggested by
plotting peak frequency as a function of source level (Fig. 30A). Plotting fo on SL for the
spinner dolphin clicks (not shown) resulted in a poor correlation coefficient 1? : O.ZZ1.

Furlhermore, a linear relationship was suggested by plotting rms bandwidth on source
level (Fig. 31), but only for the spinner dolphin clicks (r2:0 for the spotted dolphin
clicks). A power relationship, finally, was found between the time-bandwidth product and
source level (Fig. 30B), but only for the spotted dolphin clicks (r2 : 0 for the spinner
dolphin clicks). High SL spotted dolphin clicks had small values for t6B, therefore
approaching the elementary signal of Gabor (1947) more closely than low SL clicks.
Overall, the best correlations were obtained by plotting center frequency and 3-dB
bandwidth, rather than peak frequency and rms bandwidth, as a function of source level.
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Fig. 28. Scatter plots of center frequency on peak-to-peak source level for the total sum of spinner dolphin
clicks (A) and the total sum of spotted dolphin clicks (B), and for the click trains of the individual spinner

dolphin (C) and individual spotted dolphin (D). The equation of the least square linear regression line
through the data and its correlation coefficient are indicated in the upper right corner ofeach plot.
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3. Range resolution versus center frequenclt and 3-dB bandwidth
The range resolution that each echolocation click could attain theoretically

depended mainly on center frequency (Fig. 32A) and on 3-dB bandwidth (Fig. 328),
following a power regression equation as shown for the total amount of spotted dolphin
clicks. A similar relationship, but with lower correlation coefficients, was found for
plotting range resolution on source level (Fig. 32C), and a linear relationship was
suggested by plots of of range resolution on rrns signal duration (Fig. 32D). All plots
shown had similar or higher correlation coefficients for the click train of the individual
spotted dolphin (not shown) than for the total amount of spotted dolphin clicks. All
relationships shown were also found for the spinner dolphin clicks (not shown either).
Generally, short duration, high amplitude clicks with high frequencies and broad
bandwidths had the best intrinsic resolutions.
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4. 3-dB bandwidthversus centerfrequencJt
Scatter plots of 3-dB bandwidth on center frequency suggested a positive linear

relationship (Fig. 33). The plotted clicks of the individual spinner and spotted dolphin
(Fig. 33C and D) had higher correlation coefficients than plots of the total sum of clicks
of either species (Fig. 33A and B). Furthermore, plots of 3-dB bandwidth on peak
frequency also suggested a positive but weaker relationship (Fig. 34), with power
regressions giving slightly higher correlation coefficients than linear regressions.
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Fig. 33. Scatter plots of 3-dB bandwidth on center frequency for the total sum of spinner dolphin clicks
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(C) and individual spotted dolphin (D).
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DISCUSSION & GONCLUSIONS

Type of array and method of localizing
The results of the range calibration of the four hydrophone symmetrical star array,

as well as the succeeded video recordings from two captive Tursiops echolocating on the
array, show that the use of this type of array can be highly accurate to localize dolphins
transmitting clicks from ranges up to 15 m, and sufficiently accurate from ranges up to 25
m. For theoretical reasons, ranges larger than 30 m cannot be estimated with any
accuracy, at least for the size of the used array (with a distance a between the center
hydrophone and outer hydrophones of 0.61 m).

Measuring ranges larger than 30 m would only be possible by using a larger-sized
array. However, one of the disadvantages of a larger array (regardless of it being less
manageable) are increased time of arrival differences, so that more digitized points at
each channel would be needed to store the clicks. Because there has to be made a trade-
off for each data acquisition board between the number of digitized points stored for each
recorded click and the number of clicks that can be stored successively into one file, this
lvould mean that less successive clicks can be stored each time. Furthermore, a larger-
sized array would not record echolocation clicks on all four channels from animals at
small ranges (and therefore excluding the possibility of localizing them) because of the
narow transmission beam pattern of dolphin echolocation clicks. A third disadvantage of
a larger array would be the increased chance of recording multiple clicks, transmitted
simultaneously by different animals, on different channels.Therefore, both the size and
type of the hydrophone array that was used are very suitable for accurately localizing
dolphins at ranges up to 25 m, using their echolocation clicks.

The method that was used to determine the time of arrival differences (taking the
maximum positive peak of the recorded click as time of click arrival at each channel, in
combination with the 3-point parabolic curve fit to estimate the exact peak in between
digitized points) resulted in the smallest range estimation errors when applied to the
calibration results. Other methods, such as taking both positive and negative peaks
instead of only positive peaks, or using a 5-point parabolic curve fit instead of a 3-point
curve fit, proved to be less accurate. Methods that have been used in the past to determine
time of arrival differences include taking the peak of the click envelope (Mohl et al.
1990) ortaking the peak of the sonagram (frequency versus time plot) as time of signal
arrival at each channel, as reported by Magyar et al. (1978) for bird song. Both methods
require a mathematical transformation of the time domain waveform s(t). However, this
would not be as complicated for the envelope as it would for the sonagram, so that taking
the peak of the envelope as time of click arrival might be a good and perhaps more
accurate alternative for the method that was used (although it would be more difficult to
program).
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Provided solutions to problems of recording clicks at sea
The use of the four hydrophone array provided solutions to three of the four

problems that are normally encountered when recording clicks of free-ranging
odontocetes. First of all, source levels of clicks could be determined with accuracy up to
ranges of 25 m. The large error in range estimation at large ranges is partly accounted for
by the 20 logR term in the equation for source level, so that the error in source level
estimation is only one to a few dB larger at large ranges than at small ranges. By looking
at the anay calibration results, rather than the theoretical error in range estimation, the
error in source level estimation at R:25 m did not exceed 1.5 dB, and at R:10 m it
didn't exceed 0.5 dB. Although it may seem justifiable to use ranges larger than 30 m for
source level estimations as well, this should not be done because Fig. 2 shows that ranges
(and therefore source levels) cannot be calculated with any accuracy for R > 30 m.

Second, discrimination between actual clicks and surface reflections was easier
than it would be for the one hydrophone situation. This also made it possible to
discriminate between double click recordings and surface reflections, thereby showing the
existence of such double clicks unambiguously. Double pulses were also reported for
Hector's dolphin (Cephalorhynchus hectori) by Dawson (1988), Dawson (1991), and
Thorpe et al. (1991), and for Commerson's dolphin (C. commersonii) by Evans et al.
(1988). However, as argued by Au (1993:136), to exclude the possibility of the second
click being surface reflection in the one hydrophone situation, several consecutive clicks
fi'om a moving animal should be recorded. The other way to discern second pulses from
surface reflections, by looking at the mirrored amplitudes of the reflections, is much more
difficult for odontocetes belonging to the second acoustic category mentioned in the
Introduction (like Hector's and Commerson's dolphin) than for species of the first
acoustic category. Odontocete species belonging to the second category emit
echolocation pulses of much longer duration and with much more oscillations, so that any
surface reflections from these pulses would resemble the actual pulses very much.
Therefore, using a hydrophone array would especially be helpful for click recordings
from those species.

One might suspect that the double click recordings were actually part of a whole
series of quicly transmitted clicks, like a series of burst pulse clicks, that were not
recorded within the 800 ps window. However, this would have resulted in several
consecutive double click recordings with interclick intervals of only I or 2 ms, which was
not the case. Therefore, the recorded double clicks seem to be real, and their function in
echolocation should be investigated in future research.

A solution was also provided to the third problem of recording clicks at sea:

within certain limits of confidence, clicks could be assigned to individual animals. Some
inaccuracy in assigning clicks to individuals, however, might have been caused by
linking similar groups of clicks that were separated in time by one or more other groups.
Linking groups of clicks that were being emitted by different animals, or not linking
groups emmitted by a single animal, would result in either underestimating or
overestimating, respectively, the actual number of animals emitting clicks. Because of the
conservative approach that was chosen in assigning clicks to individuals, it seems more
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likely that the number of dolphins would have been overestimated rather than
underestimated.

Despite any inaccuracy, the discriminant analyses showed that the assignments of
clicks that were made resulted in highly significant differences in all click characteristics,
among presumed individuals. However, in case the number of individual dolphins has

indeed been overestimated, it could also mean that different click trains emitted by one
dolphin were significantly different from one another, or even that different parts of a

single click train were different (each of which could have been considered as one
individual dolphin). Therefore, it is not clear yet whether or not each individual dolphin
emitted it own type of clicks, or that each specific click train had unique click
characteristics. In order to make the technique of assigning clicks to individual dolphins
more powerful, it should be used in combination with good video recordings of the
dolphins.

Concerning the fourth problem with click recordings from wild dolphins, the lack
of video data also made it difficult to discriminate between clicks recorded from the beam
axis and clicks that were off-axis. However, even without the video data, recording with a
foul hydrophone star anay makes this discrimination easier than recording with only one
lrydrophone. Each click can be analyzed from the channel with the highest amplitude, in
contrast to the one hydrophone situation where from the total data set only the high
amplitude clicks can be analyzed. Furthermore, by subselecting all clicks of which the
lriglrest SPL was recorded by Ho, the probability of analyzing only on-axis clicks
increases even more. However, this subselection of He-clicks were found not to be
different in most of their mean click characteristics from the total data set, nor did their
furlher analyses (discriminant analyses and plotting click parameters against each other)
give much different results than analyzing all clicks. This might be an indication that not
only He-clicks, but most recorded clicks were on-axis.

Another indication that most clicks were likely to be recorded from dolphins
echolocating on the array comes from the linear relationship that was found, for both the
spinner dolphin and spotted dolphin clicks, between interclick interval and range, of
which the linear regression equations had slopes similar to the slope of the equation for
the two-way transit time of the click. However, although most clicks might have been
recorded from the beam axis, some precaution should be taken when interpreting the
variation in peak-to-peak source level and other click characteristics from a single click
train, like the analyzed click train of the individal spotted dolphin. This recorded variation
could also be a result of scanning movements of the dolphin, so that only for some clicks
tlre center of the beam was directed at the array. Also, the several relationships that were
found between click parameters could have been partially caused by scanning movements
(in which case different points in the scatter plots would represent different points within
the same echolocation beam). This seems not very likely, however, since the plots of
center frequency on source level were very similar to the same relationship found by Au
et al. (1995) for a false killer whale that was positioned at a bite plate (and thus not able
to make scanning movements while performing the echolocation task).
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Characteristics of the recorded clicks
The highest peak-to-peak source levels that were recorded from both spinner and

spotted dolphins exceed the source level of 218 dB re 1 pPa recorded for narwhal
(Monodon monoceros) clicks, at the time "the most intense sound recorded so far from an
animal in nature" by Mohl et al. (1990). Furthermore, mean source levels for both spinner
dolphins and spotted dolphins are much higher than maximum source levels recorded
earlierforclicksoffree-rangingodontocetes (175.3 dBre I pPaforPhysetercatodonby
Levenson 1974; 160 dB re 1 pPa for a variety of species from the geni Delphinus,
Lagenorhynchus, Stenella, and Tursiops by Watkins 1980b; 150.7 dB re 1 prPa for
Cephalorhynchus hectori by Dawson 1988), which brings this study in accordance with
the study by Mohl and co-workers in closing the "dB gap" between wild and trained,
captive odontocetes. To obtain reliable source levels for echolocation clicks of other
species in the wild as well, more studies using hydrophone arays would be desirable.

Besides high source levels, clicks from spinner dolphins and spotted dolphins are
characterized by very broad bandwidths (both rms and 3-dB bandwidths), a sharp rise
time with two main excursions and some minor excursions in the time domain, very short
signal durations, high center frequencies (with higher SL clicks having higher center
frequencies, higher 3-dB bandwidths, and better intrinsic range resolution), and both
unimodal and bimodal frequency spectra with the latter type prevailing. Furthermore,
these clicks are even more Doppler resistent than clicks from other odontocetes, and have
the best intrinsic resolution values, to my knowledge, reported for any odontocete species
so far. Spinner dolphins are known to only feed on prey items of less than 20 cm long
Q.{orris et al. 1994). It would be interesting to look for a correlation across species
between average prey size and intrinsic resolution characteristics of the clicks.

The click characteristics of both species are very much alike (although the
recorded spotted dolphin clicks showed more variation than the spinner dolphin clicks)
and clearly place the spinner dolphin and spotted dolphin into the first acoustic category
of odontocetes, mentioned in the Introduction, that produces both short, broadband pulsed
sounds as well as frequency modulated tonal sounds known as whistles. It also
strengthens the validity of the hypothesized acoustic subdivision into two categories,
which is increasingly supported as more species are added. Concluding, although the data
set of this study was limited, and therefore no attempts have been made to associate click
characteristics with behavioral mode, the characterrzatron of spinner dolphin clicks and
spotted dolphin clicks is a first step towards a better understanding of the use of
echolocation in the wild by these two species.

Recommendations for further research
None of the click characteristics did show any correlation with range. However,

this was not investigated for presumed individual dolphins, because no dolphin clicks
were recorded of which the calculated positions showed a one-way direction of
movement. To investigate whether or not dolphins use spectral adaptation of the clicks
for decreasing ranges, a situation would be needed where an individual dolphin would
approach the array from about 10 to a few m while echolocating on it. Good video
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recordings would be needed for this, as well as to obtain certainty about the dolphin
having its echolocation beam dirtected at the affay.

Furthermore, the discrimination analysis that was applied to look for differences
in click characteristics among presumed individual dolphins could also be used to look
for differences in click characteristics among several behavioral modes. For example, it
would be interesting to investigate whether intrinsic range resolution of the clicks has
better values for foraging mode (where echolocation is used to scan for prey items) than
for travelling mode (where echolocation is likely to be used for navigation). However, if
individual dolphins would indeed transmit clicks with individual click characteristics,
such a study could only be done with a population of known individual dolphins, like the
populations studied by Herzing (1996). Long term studies of known individuals would
also be necessary for answering the question if individual dolphins do indeed have unique
click characteristics, or that each transmitted click train is different.

Finally, the method of localizing dolphins by recording clicks with a four
hydophone array could also be used in studies of the frequency modulated sounds, which
are produced by odontocete species of the hrst acoustic category. Spinner dolphins seem
to be able to produce clicks and whistles simultaneously (Lammers pers. comm.).
Locahzing whistling dolphins by use of their simultaneously produced clicks may further
clarify the use of individual dolphin whistles, which are known as signature-whistles
(Caldwell & Caldwell 1965; Caldwell et al. 1990). General studies that investigate the
population biology of odontocetes might also be facilitated by using the array in order to
tlack dolphins. By adjusting the data acquisition program, it should be possible to
irnmediately and automatically display the x-y coordinates of echolocating dolphins (and
either a number or color indicating depth) as pixels on a computer screen. However, for
clicks that have more than one major peak in the time domain (like the clicks produced by
species of the second acoustic category), it would be difficult to let the program
automatically determine times of click arrival at each channel.
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APPENDIX

Direct and surface reflected paths to the four hydrophones

The angle between two vectors a and b , Z@, b ), can be written as:

cost@, b ):tfrftT
where a . b : a*.b* + %.br+ a.-b.,

and where I a I andl u I ut. the absolute sizes ofthese vectors.

Range R can also be written as avector, by subtracting the x,y,z coordinates of
the echolocating dolphin (R.cos<p.cos0, R.sincp.cos0, R.sin0) from the coordinates of H6
(0, 0, 0). Therefore:

R : (R'cos<p.cos0, R.sinrp.cosO, R.sinO)

Furthermore, three vectors (q , b. , and q ) can be descscribed from Hs to each of the
outer hydrophones Hr, Hz, and H3, being the coordinates of H', H2, and H3. Since the
angle between q and the y-axis is 30" (see Fig. 1 on page 5), the y and z coordinates of
H, are -1ap tZl.a and 0.5'a, respectively.Hz has y andz coordinates of (\F l2).a and,
0.5'a. Therefore:

q : (0. -6[1 tz1.a, o.5.a)

b.: (0, {ap tzy.u,0.5.a)

4: (0, 0, -a)

Now, three angleS (u1, cr2, and a3) can be defined between ( and each of q , q , and y :

Ct,1 : /(\ ,\)

az: Z(b.,\)

uz: l(a ,\)
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Now:

Furlhermore, by looking at Fig. A1, the
expressed by uiing the cosine rule:

&:@

In the same way, R1 and R2 can be derived:

Rr:@

cos(cr1): f#fu: -(.\F /2).sincp.cos0 + 0.5.sin0

ZII R
cos(a2) : I#tft[: (.F /2).sin<p.cos0 + 0.5.sin0

cos(cr3): t##: -sino

absolute size of $ (which is R3) can be

R2:@
:{RT-;\-.R\F.sin<p.coso-a.R.sino

DO

Fig. Al. The absolute size of vector $ can be calculated if a3 is known, using the cosine rule. DO is the
ppsition of the dolphin.

+ a'* 2.a.R.sino
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The vectors & , & , and & can be obtained by subtracting the coordinates of H1,
H2, and H3, respoctively, from the coordinates of the dolphin (which is the same as
subtracting \, b., and q3, repectively, from B ):

& : (R.cosq.cos0, R"sinrp.cos0 + 6p /2).a, R.sin0 - 0.5.a)

& : (R.coscp.cos0, R-sin<p.cos0 - 6[1 tZ1'u, R.sin0 - 0.5.a)

& : (R.cos<p.cos0, R.sinrp'cos0, R.sin0 + a)

Fig. A2 shows that the length of the surface reflected path S\ from the dolphin to the
deepest hydrophone H3 is equal to the length of the path from the dolphin to a imaginary
hydrophone H3', positioned on the z-axis at a same distance above the water surface as
the depth of H3 (which is depth D of He * a). Now, the vector {j is defrned as the vector
from H3 to H3':

& : (0, 0, 2.D + 2.a)

Also, since the depths of H1 and H2 are D - 0.5.a, the vectors & , & , and $ can be
expressed as:

& : (0, 0,2.D)

&:&:(0,0,2'D-a)
Now, the four angles Fo, Ft, p2, and F: can be defined as:

Fn:Z(&,8)

Fr:Z(&'&)
Fz: 4(&,b)
F:: Z(&, & )
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And:

cos(Bo):ffifu:sino

cos(B1) : #hft1: (R'sino - 0.5.a) / R1

cos(p2) : ffa1tl: 6R.sino - 0.5.a) / R2

cos(B3) : #-ltl: qR.sino + a) / R3

Fig. A2. The surface reflected path S\ to the third hydrophone can be calculated if B, is known, using the
cosine rule. DO is the position of the dolphin, WS is the water surface.
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Now, S\ can be derived from Fig. A2by using the cosine rule:

SR::

Similarly:

SRo:

SRr :

SRz:

SRo:@
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